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 Happy Tuesday, Villagers

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs.

 

 

 
 

Wednesday: PHONE MEETING: CA INSURANCE COMMISSIONER -
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FIGHTING BACK FRAUD AND SCAMS 1-2
Thursday: DINNER DELIVERED FROM ANGELINO'S 5:15-6:15

 

 

Monday's Chair Yoga 
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London Theater online for free.  

Check out the variety from
London theaters. Choose a play then click and enlarge to full
screen to watch (Look for the little square at the bottom right of
the video you click on once it starts).

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) the "original father of harmony," and, as many
say, "the father of classical music" created over 1,100 works; his unparalleled output
includes about every musical genre outside of opera. One of his most popular works
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is the 2nd movement (a.k.a. the "Air") of his Orchestral Suite No. 3 in D Major,
which is scored for two oboes, three trumpets, timpani & strings. "The 'Air' was

transcribed for strings by August Wilhelmj, which made it a party piece playable on
only one string of a violin - hence its nickname 'Air on the G string' (I, James, didn't
make that up. I swear!). It's led scholars to believe the whole suite might have been

composed for strings only, which would make it Bach's only known work written
solely for four-part strings." Listen to"Air" played by the Academy of Ancient

Music conducted by harpsichordist Peter Whelan.

The Gabrielson Park Rose Garden
 
The Rose Garden in Gabrielson Park is looking beautiful!  Please stroll by on
your next walk through downtown Sausalito and have a look!  It will bring you
joy.
 
The original garden was established in 1961.  It has been maintained over the
years by members of the Sausalito Woman’s Club (SWC.)  In the last decade,
Wera Musaus has led the SWC volunteers.  In 2015, it was decided to
concentrate on roses — and those flowers have blossomed with gratifying
generosity.  This year’s blooms are spectacular! 
It is hoped that all Sausalito Villagers will don a mask, stroll gently by the
garden and pause a moment. 
 
A new and different section was added to the SWC’s area of responsibility just
last year.  It is a blooming garden which parallels the road to the Spinnaker.
 This smaller garden includes Daisies and Marguerites.  It was planned to
complement the roses and bloom at varying times throughout the year.
 
Wera hopes that in the midst of this health epidemic and civic unrest you will
find comfort in visiting Gabrielson Park.  Please rejoice in the beauty of nature
and our good fortune in living in Sausalito with its very-special Rose Garden.
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 (article submitted by MaryAnn Dietrich)

The Ultimate Guide to Armchair Travel
A GUIDE TO HELPING YOU TRAVEL WITHOUT LEAVING HOME,
WHETHER YOU HAVE FIVE MINUTES OR FIVE DAYS TO SPEND
EXPLORING.

Buck Institute Webinars on COVID-19. 
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All programs in the institutue's COVID-19 programming are accessible via the
above link.  

Teaching mom how to Zoom.

PG&E: Make Your Own Emergency Plan
An online template for an emergency plan you can fill out, download and print
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out.
 

SF Opera is on. Check out the programs they are offering. The
Metropolitan Opera is still streaming operas every day. New

programs are available starting at 4:30 pm pacific time through
4:30 the following day!  Opera Vision offers a variety of European

opera performances.

For Information about food, supplies, and
services visit the Sausalito Village
website's COVID Resources page.
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